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Introduction: Ganymede, largest moon, ocean
world, and only satellite with magnetic field, is a major
target of exploration (e.g., JUICE [1]). Topographic
mapping is a key tool in understanding ice shell properties and behavior, as well as internal dynamics. Here
we survey all current topographic data in anticipation of
new data in the next decade.
Data: Supplemented by only a few limb profiles
[2], the only topographic data in hand derive from stereogrammetric (SG) and photoclinometric (PC) analysis
[3-5] derived from Voyager and Galileo images. All
potential DEMs have been produced, using standard SG
and PC tools [6, 7]. While PC estimates slopes at pixel
scales, PC DEMs are subject to long wavelength uncertainties and are most useful for smaller geologic structures and slope estimates. Unlike Europa [8], very few
sites on Ganymede or Callisto allow both SG and PC.

than on Europa at comparable scales [9], with mean
slopes as high as 23° at 170 m scales (Fig. 3), Ganymede
may be smoother on <10 m scales due to age (though
topographic data at <100 m scales is extremely limited).

Figure 2. SG-DEM of boundary between bright terrains (Harpagia Sulcus) and dark terrains on Ganymede
Color scale represents 500 m. Scene width is ~35 km.

Figure 3. Mean slopes for terrains on Ganymede (red
points) as compared with those for Europa [9].

Figure 1. Usable stereo (top) and PC (bottom) coverage
of Ganymede. Color represents DEM quality, with blue
indicating high vertical precision, brown low. Large
brown and green areas are from Voyager imaging, small
green and blue sites from Galileo.
Ganymede: SG and PC DEMs cover < 20% of
Ganymede’s surface (Fig. 1). All major terrain types
have been sampled at least once, including bright terrain
(in smooth and grooved variants), dark terrain (both disrupted and intact), craters of various ages, several paterae, and the impact basin Gilgamesh (Fig. 2). Slopes on
Ganymede terrains are highly variable depending on local geology. While some terrains have steeper slopes

Despite steep local slopes, the range of relief in all
terrain types does not anywhere exceed ±500 m, and in
some cases ±250 m. The difference in elevation between bright and dark terrains also does not exceed 500
m and in some cases is less than our detection limit, indicating that deformation and resurfacing did not produce significant elevation differences (due to either low
density contrasts between the two terrains or high heat
flow), or that larger relief did not survive to present day.
The only features of >1 km relief observed on Ganymede are the largest intact fresh impact craters 20-40
km across that are ≲1.2 km deep (even the 500-km Gilgamesh basin rarely exceeds 1 km relief) and a large
550-km-wide broad dome at 0° N, 0° E rising 3-km
above the regional mean [3]. This dome is confirmed in
both stereo and a single limb observation [2, 3] but does
not correlate with any geologic terrain or structure,
though the best imaging is high-Sun Voyager images at
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~1 km/pixel. The location of the dome precisely at the
subJovian point suggests an origin as either due to focused tidal heating and thermal expansion or melting or
polar wander of a cold thicker part of the ice shell originally at one of the rotational paleopoles. A 90° rotation
of the stratigraphically youngest bright terrain bands
(courtesy Geoff Collins) shows two strong concentric
and antipodal patterns (Fig. 4), suggesting late-stage
tidal deformation at the end of bright terrain formation
followed by ~90° of global polar wander. The lack of
stereo or limb observations at the antiJove point precludes identification of a similar dome there. The
preservation of such a high feature is currently under investigation [Kay et al., in preparation].

Figure 4. Map of youngest bright terrain bands on
Ganymede (courtesy G. Collins) after pole reorientation
of 90° latitude.
Callisto: Topographic data is even less extensive
for Callisto (Fig. 5). Regional DEM coverage can be
obtained from Voyager imaging but at lower resolution
and quality than on Ganymede. These limited data reveal no large or anomalous topographic structures.
Voyager stereo imaging of most of the >2000-km-wide
Valhalla multiring impact site reveals no deep basin but
show that the major concentric ridges are 2-3 km high.

Figure 5. Usable stereo coverage of Callisto. Color
represents DEM quality, with blue indicating high vertical precision, brown low. Large brown and green areas are from Voyager, small blue sites from Galileo.
High-resolution Callisto topography is limited to
<2° of the surface (Fig. 6), such as a 6-frame cratered
terrain sample site at 155 m/pixel near 5°S, 355°E used
for PC; only a few sites are in stereo. Due to saturation
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of bright steep-sided outcrops in most high-resolution
Galileo images, PC of these sites is useful only for the
dark units (Fig. 6), which exhibit subtle linear features
that suggest a more complex geologic history than simple landform degradation of cratered terrains.

Figure 6. Color-coded 15-m resolution PC-DEM of
dark material on Callisto. Bright materials on peaks are
saturated and provide no slope information. Relief
shown is 300 m, scene width ~55 km.
Comparisons of Ganymede and Europa: Despite
the lack of a global topographic base on any of the icy
Galilean satellites, some insights can be gained. Assuming that the current data are representative, the hypsograms of Ganymede and Europa are very narrow. Observed topographic amplitudes on Europa are ±1 km,
but this value includes unusual extremes, namely polygonal plateaus and arcuate troughs, some of which are attributed to TPW [10]. None of these features are evident
on Ganymede, either in DEMs or in available terminator
images (where they are evident on Europa).
Most Europa terrains have relief of <500 m, which
is comparable to the topographic range observed on
Ganymede despite differences in in deformation history. Estimates of Ganymede's elastic thickness of
roughly 1 km [e.g. 11] are comparable to measurements
at double ridges on Europa [e.g. 12], suggesting comparable capabilities of supporting topography. Ganymede's 3km high subJovian dome and Callisto’s Valhalla ridges indicates that the present surfaces can support relief of this greater magnitude, but with the exception of these two features, none is preserved. Either active geologic processes did not create such relief or
could not support it, perhaps due to elevated heat flow
associated with geologic activity on these bodies [13].
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